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1.- Introducción

The Capitán Flying Project is a dream born of the parents of children with cancer -represented by
the Spanish Association for the effects of cancer treatment (AEetc)- and the Pediatric Oncology Unit
of the Virgen del Rocío University Hospital in Seville. This dream arises with the intention of
improving the quality of life of children and mitigating the sequelae produced by cancer treatment
through sport and physical activity.
This year, a group of athletes will carry out 3 major sports challenges, with the aim of giving visibility
to the project and raising funds to help all children who need it.
This dossier aims to inform collaborating companies and institutions about the bases of the project,
the sporting challenges that will be carried out during 2022. As well as the programmed budget
and sponsorship options we propose.

Arrival of the ascent of the Guadalquivir River by swimming from Sanlúcar to Seville without relays, the first
sports challenge that was carried out to give visibility to the project. June 2021
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2.- The AEetc

The AEetc is a non-profit association formed by parents of children with cancer whose main
objective is to help child survivors with the sequelae caused by cancer treatment.
As life expectancy has increased in children diagnosed with cancer, important long-term side
effects have also been discovered that significantly limit their quality of life: cognitive, physical,
emotional and, consequently, social effects.
Hence the name of our AEetc association, because after cancer treatment, far from finishing the
fight against the disease, comes a long ETC, the acronym for Effects of Cancer Treatment.
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3.- The project Capitán Volante

Although in recent years there has been an increase in survival to
childhood cancer, with up to 80% (depending on the type of tumor) in
developed countries, children who suffer from the disease pay a price,
which are the physical, cognitive, emotional and social sequelae.
There is scientific evidence that the practice of physical exercise
reduces the side effects of cancer treatment, increases white matter in
the brain, reduces the risk of mortality in childhood cancer survivors
and improves quality of life.
Isabel Lagares Rodríguez. Superviviente de un tumor cerebral. Su deporte preferido es la zumba.
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3.- The project Capitán Volante
Capitán Volante goes beyond a mere sports program, it is a life project that
aims to train the child and / or adolescent with sequelae after cancer,
participate in competitions and, perhaps one day, even compete in Paralympic
games.
In this way, their disability, dysfunction or initial disadvantage will become
something positive because their integration into the Paralympic teams will be
beneficial on a physical, cognitive and emotional level and, in addition, will help
them integrate socially and professionally.

Jesús Núñez Álvarez. Survivor of a brain
tumor. Swimmer.
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3.- The project Capitán Volante

The vision of the International Paralympic Committee is: "to allow Paralympic
athletes to achieve sporting excellence and inspire and excite the world", the
motto of the Paralympic Committee is "spirit in motion", and that is what we
want for oncology children, to go beyond their limitations, to excite the world
with their desire to overcome and to, in the face of adversity, do not stop, but
keep growing.
In this forward movement, new sporting, educational and socialization
challenges await them with their peers, and that is the true objective of Capitán
Volante, to help them in that movement through sport and physical activity.

Luca Romero Granados. Survivor of a
brain tumor and champion of
Andalusia of table tennis 2021.
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3.1.- Project development

Capitán Volante develops both in the hospital stage (when children are
undergoing cancer treatment), and in the post-treatment stage.
In both stages, periodic evaluations of patients are made in different
areas (medical, physical, cognitive, psycho-emotional) to have an
exhaustive assessment of the state, needs and evolution of each child.
In addition, smart bracelets (ACTIGRAPH GT3X) will be used that will
dump the data of each patient into the general database.

Some of the children who are part of captain Volante's quarry.
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3.1.1.- Hospital stage

During this stage, children who are in treatment spend seasons in the
hospital and others at home. The days they are in the hospital will make
their sports activity pattern supervised by a physiotherapist. The days
that the patient is at home, he must do the exercises indicated by his
sports prescription and his activity will be recorded on the smart
bracelet.

Niños realizando actividades
deportivas en el hospital y en su
domicilio durante esta etapa.
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3.1.2.- Post-treatment stage

At this stage, the child, after a complete assessment, receives a new sports
prescription with the protocol to follow of physical activity. During the first year,
you will go to the gym or sports center, where you will have both individual and
group sessions. All your work will be supervised by the physiotherapist and the
sports coach.
In addition to the gym sessions, the first year the child will attend a wide variety
of workshops of different sports disciplines, which will be taught by the
federations or sports clubs. Exposure to the different disciplines will give the
patient, on the one hand, the opportunity to practice sports that he does not
usually practice and, on the other hand, turn the sports activity into something
more attractive and varied, which also allows him to socialize with other
children in a playful way. On the other hand, the patient will be able to discover
which sports suit their tastes and their physical possibilities.

Mar González que forma parte de la
Cantera de Capitán Volante
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3.1.2.- Post-treatment stage

After the first year, each patient must choose a sports discipline and from that
moment on they will be integrated into the Paralympic team of the chosen
federation.
Our boys and girls will train and compete at an autonomic, national and
international level, combining training with academic training, which will benefit
from the development of physical activity (as numerous studies have shown).
Mar González que forma parte de la
Cantera de Capitán Volante
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4.- Three sporting challenges to give visibility to the
project

To give visibility and raise funds for the development of the project, a group of
friends has come together to face three challenges using the main element that
characterizes the Captain Flyer project: sport.
These are three major challenges to generate notoriety in the media, social
networks and in general in society as a whole, and that this visibility helps raise
funds so that the Capitán Volante project grows and serves all children who need
it.

Los miembros del Reto 2: Descenso del río Guadalquivir, después de uno de sus entrenamientos..
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4.1.- Challenge 1: Running from Madrid to Seville in 5
stages without relays
Date: 13 April - 17 April 2022
This challenge will consist of linking the capital of Spain with that of Andalusia
leaving from km zero of Madrid and arriving at the Virgen del Rocío Hospital in
Seville. It is an unprecedented race in which the runners will have to join both
cities by a route of 560 kms that will run mostly through roads and forest tracks,
it will be carried out in 5 stages of about 110 kms each in semi-self-sufficiency
regime.

Los miembros del Reto 1: Running de Madrid a Sevilla en 5 etapas sin relevos.
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4.2.- Challenge 2: Descent of the Guadalquivir River
(Seville - Sanlúcar de Barrameda) by swimming without
relays
Date: 15 July - 16 July 2022
The Guadalquivir is the only navigable river in Spain, and it is from its mouth, in
Sanlúcar, to Seville, in a route of almost 100 kilometers. This quality allows you to
face an ambitious sporting challenge, which was the first to be carried out in
2021, and which is repeated this year: swim together both towns following the
flow of the river.
This year the direction is changed, the swimmers will make the start in Seville
and will arrive, the next day, at Sanlúcar de Barrameda.
Los miembros del Reto 2: Descenso del río Guadalquivir a nado sin relevos.
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4.3.- Challenge 3: Triple Iron-Man non stop, no relays

Date: 07 October - 09 October
For the first time in Andalusia a triathlon will be held in non-stop mode with the
following distances:

•
•
•

Swimming: 11,4 kms
Cycling: 540 kms
Walking race: 126 kms

The swimming will take place in the Guadalquivir dock, in a circuit of 2000
meters, so that the triathletes can be accompanied through a solidarity bib.
Cycling will take place between the provinces of Seville, Cordoba and Huelva.
The race on foot, like swimming, will be done in the city of Seville in a circuit of 10
kms., so that you can also accompany the triathletes through the solidarity bib.
The time forecast to perform the entire test by the triathletes is about 50 hours.

Los miembros del Reto 3: Triple Iron - Man non stop sin relevos.
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5.- Capitán Volante Budget 2022

BUDGET CAPITÁN VOLANTE 2022
50 Patients of the Pediatric Oncology Unit Hospital Virgen del Rocío in Seville,
treatment and post-treatment stages.

TOTAL PERSONNEL

TOTAL MATERIAL

TOTAL BUDGET

132.025,87€

41.160,67€

173.186,54€
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5.1.- Presupuesto Capitán Volante 2022. Desglose

TOTAL PERSONNEL

132.025,87€

1

Coordinator of medical teams, physio, neurocognitive, etc.

18.000,00€

1

Physiotherapist TC

28.943,00€

1

Sports coach TC

26.121,00€

1

Neuropsychologist/neurolinguist

28.943,00€

1

Auxiliary data collection, citation, monitoring and management
dumped data in clinical history

24.018,87€

1

Networks, web, communication

6.000€
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5.1.- Budget Capitán Volante 2022. Breakdown
MATERIAL

445€

41.160,67€

1

ROWING MACHINE

22.250,00 €

1

3.250,00€

50

ACTIGRAPH GT3X

1

ERGOMETER
CHILDREN'S BICYCLE

6

MATS

16,90€

101,40€

3

AB WHEEL GS

14,90€

44,70€

2

AIR STEP GS

64,90€

129,80€

2

ADJUSTABLE BENCH

249€

498,00€

10

ELASTIC BANDS

6,90€

69,00€

1

BARBELL RACK

119,79€

119,79€

1

BARRA 15KG

145€

145,00€

1

AIR BIKE

890€

890,00€

1

MINI GYM

525€

525,00€

3.250€

300€

300,00€

MULTISTATION HOME

499,99€

499,99€

1

BODYTONE

349,99€

349,99€

2

RECUMBENT BIKE

760€

1.520,00€

1

ECO TREADMILL

229€

229,00€

1

REAR ELLIPTICAL

870€

870,00€

1

SALTER FUNCTIONAL
TRAINING

2.143€

2.143,00€

2

PEDALINE

89€

178,00€

2

MINI STEPPER

149€

298,00€

1

HARDWARE

750€

750,00€

120

CHILDREN'S SPORTS
EQUIPMENT

50€

6.000,00€
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6.- Sponsorship Options
.

●

Diamond: more than € 25,000 (main sponsor, logo on sportswear of athletes and on event shirts, press conferences, web, social networks, posters, videos with header of your brand and with our
ambassador)Platino: más de 10.000€ (patrocinador, logo en camiseta de eventos, ruedas de prensa, web, redes sociales, cartelería).

●

Gold: more than € 5000 (collaborating entity, web, social networks).

●

Silver: more than 2000€ (collaborating entity, web).

●

Donation: from 300€ (donation certificate).

Thanks a lot!

